ABSTRACT: The paper explores how Guangzhou's urban density and hub functions have conditioned its cultural dynamics by looking specifically at the city's Muslim community.
Introduction
Guangzhou, an archipelagic port city located in the Pearl River Delta and the capital of Guangdong Province, is one of China's ten largest and most densely populated cities. It hosts the biannual China Import and Export Fair (Canton Fair), the oldest and largest trade fair in China. Vast quantities of electronics, toys, clothing, and plastic goods are shipped from the city all over the world. As a mighty manufacturing hub and major centre for international trade, Guangzhou has attracted not only millions of migrants from other parts of China, but also a large number of foreigners from over 150 countries who come to work and live in the city (广州市来穗人员服务管理局, 2016) . The numerous islands of Guangzhou are today linked to one another and to the mainland by bridges or tunnels and in some cases even joined together by the construction of new ground. It can nevertheless be useful to analyze even highly connected cities like Guangzhou from an island perspective since "the historical topography and island spatiality of these cities has often strongly conditioned their future development" (Grydehøj et al., 2015, p. 6) .
Along with its economic boom, Guangzhou's dynamic culture has drawn increasing attention. As the cultural hub of South China, the city has a multicultural flavour, filled with people of various skin colours, nationalities and religious beliefs. Guangzhou has, in fact, a long-standing tradition of multicultural openness. Having been the starting port on the Maritime Silk Road trade route since the 3rd century BCE, it was an important trading port and the southern gateway of ancient China (张难生, 叶显恩, 1992, p. 208) . During the Tang Dynasty (618-907 CE) and Song Dynasty
History of the Muslim community in Guangzhou
The history of the Muslim community in Guangzhou is closely associated with the city's status as an island port city. As Grydehøj (2015, p. 429) puts it, "the beneficial aspects of island spatiality (including territoriality, defence and transport) make islands favourable sites for establishing certain kinds of settlements." These spatial benefits have made Guangzhou a city of historical, political, economic, and cultural significance. The city first appeared in the history of China when Panyu (an old name for Guangzhou) was established on the east bank of the Pearl River in 214 BCE (杨万秀, 钟卓安, 2015, p. 15) . The city's exceptional territoriality and defensibility contributed to its serving as the capital of the three ancient kingdoms of Nanyue 南越 (204-111 BCE), Nanhan 南汉 (917-971 CE), and Nanming 南明 (1646-1647 CE), as well as the seat of provincial and prefectural government during most of China's dynasties. Even more important, however, are Guangzhou's transport benefits, which have determined its special position as the centre of South China's economy, trade, culture, and transportation to this day. As Grydehøj (2015, p. 432) notes, estuary islands such as those of Guangzhou have been "particularly valuable as easily administrable and defensible interfaces between sea and mainland supply routes." Indeed, over time, the Pearl River Delta's various clusters of islands would give rise to important island cities not only in Guangzhou but also in Hong Kong and Zhongshan Dao (including today's Zhongshan, Zhuhai, and Macau). Guangzhou has been a major international trading port for over a thousand years, and the discovery of the remains of a Qin Dynasty (221-207 BCE) shipyard in Guangzhou in 1975 suggests that the city was probably already trading frequently with foreigners through sea routes as far back as the 3rd century BCE (广东省文物局, 2016, p. 63) .
Arab traders were among the earliest foreigners who are known to have come to trade in Guangzhou. In 610 CE, the Islamic prophet Muhammad began to receive revelations from Allah, which marks the start of Islam. Muhammad then started spreading the messages amongst the people. By the time of his death in 632 CE, most of the Arabian Peninsula had converted to Islam. Muslim traders from Arab countries brought Islam to China soon after its founding. Guangzhou, as a major trade centre, saw the arrival of the first Muslims in China in the early 7th century, during the Tang Dynasty. According to old Chinese Muslim manuscripts, Saad ibn Abi Waqqas, an uncle of Muhammad, built Huaisheng Mosque-the first in China-in Guangzhou in 627 CE to commemorate the Islamic prophet (Lipman, 1997, p. 29) . Since the Tang Dynasty, there have been many Arab Muslims living in Guangzhou, engaged in trade or business.
According to Grydehøj (2015, p. 432) , local authorities in China usually preferred that "foreign traders be restricted to small islands" because the territorial and defense benefits of island spatiality would make it easy to contain "the spread of their political influence" and prevent "confusion in the allocation of territoriality," which made Guangzhou an ideal place "for hosting trade visits by foreigners." These foreign traders were required by the imperial Chinese government to live in a certain allocated area, known as the fanfang 蕃坊 (foreigners' quarters) during the Tang and Song dynasties. The fanfang of Guangzhou was located in the west of the city, separated from the other islands of the city by river channels. The foreigners who lived there were of various ethnicities, cultures, languages, races, and religions. They were permitted to follow their own customs and religious beliefs as well as buy land and residences in this neighbourhood. The fanfang was of political importance for the Chinese government: it separated Chinese from foreigners; obviated their conflicts; was convenient for commerce; and, most importantly, prevented foreigners from forming a threatening power.
Most of the foreigners living in the fanfang were Muslim traders. Though they were of various nationalities, they identified with each other due to their shared religious beliefs and formed China's earliest Muslim community. The special geography of the fanfang, forming a separate society with water boundaries, not only insulated the Chinese from foreign influence but also helped protect and sustain the Muslim community's own culture and traditions. This highlights the ambiguous dual function of urban island spatiality: protecting the island from the demands of the city and the city from the demands of the island (Grydehøj, 2014, p. 187) . Muslims, enjoying complete religious tolerance, could attend religious services in Huaisheng Mosque, which was located within the fanfang. Being confined within this foreign quarter, the Chinese government did not regard Islam as a potential challenge. For instance, when Buddhism and other foreign religions that had made inroads among the Chinese population were crushed in 845 CE, Islam was not listed as a target of suppression (李兴华, 冯今源, 秦惠彬, 沙秋真, 1998, p. 46) .
Although Muslims came to live and trade in Guangzhou as early as the 7th century, their integration into the city's collective consciousness was a gradual and slow process. In the Tang and Song Dynasties, many Muslim traders learned the Chinese language, acquired Chinese names, and studied Confucianism, finding it to be compatible with the teachings of Islam. Some intermarried with the Chinese or even sat for imperial examinations to gain government appointments. For instance, Li Yansheng (李彦升), an Arab living in Guangzhou, obtained the jinshi 进士 (advanced scholar) degree in 848 CE and became a distinguished official (Jian & Ma, 2011, p. 205) . The influence of Chinese culture on the early Muslim community in Guangzhou was also shown in the fact that Huaisheng Mosque, built in the Tang Dynasty, followed the traditional Chinese architectural style used in Buddhist and Confucian temples (李荣珍, 2006, p. 35) . However, until the mid-Song Dynasty, almost all Muslims in China, called fanke (蕃客, foreign sojourners), "considered themselves, and were considered by the Chinese, to be temporary residents rather than permanent settlers" and "neither they nor the Chinese state desired their acculturation or assimilation" (Lipman, 1997, pp. 28-9) . Moreover, Muslim sojourners in Guangzhou, whose activities were limited within the fanfang, seldom interacted with the locals. In the Yuan Dynasty (1271-1368 CE), when the Mongol conquerors brought to China an influx of Muslims of various professions and cultures, the Muslim community in Guangzhou actually shrank for two reasons: firstly, most of the Muslims who arrived in China in this period did so through the overland Silk Road, and virtually all stayed in northern or western China; secondly, Quanzhou replaced Guangzhou as China's foremost port on the Maritime Silk Road trade route, thereby attracting most of the Muslims who arrived by sea (李兴华, 2011, p. 79) . Therefore, despite the fact that, by the late Song Dynasty, some Muslims were included among tusheng fanke 土生蕃客 (native-born foreign sojourners) or wushi fanke 五世蕃客 (fifth-generation foreign sojourners) and had already been living in Guangzhou for many generations, their integration into Chinese society did not start until the Ming Dynasty. It was then that Muslims were first referred to as 'Chinese Muslims' or 'Muslim Chinese', rather than as 'Muslims in China' (Leslie, 1998, p. 14) .
During the lengthy Ming and Qing Dynasties, China banned maritime trade to consolidate internal control and avoid external attack. Although Guangzhou was still open to foreign merchants, the government implemented strict rules to limit and constrain foreign trade, greatly reducing the number of Muslim merchants arriving in the city. However, the city's Muslim community continued to grow due to the many Hui Muslim soldiers who were sent to Guangzhou by the Ming and Qing governments to suppress revolts and perform garrison duties. These Muslim soldiers were encouraged by the governments to intermarry with the Han Chinese, which was opposite to the Tang and Song restrictions on intermarriage (李兴华, 2011, p. 82) . The residential area of the Muslim soldiers and their families was extended from the single unit-the fanfang of the Tang and Song Dynasties-to multiple units built around military camps. They constructed mosques and other places of worship within these units, forming sub-communities with clear geographical boundaries. All of the extant mosques in Guangzhou, with the exception of Huaisheng Mosque and Xianxian Mosque, were built in the Ming and Qing Dynasties.
Apart from the soldiers, however, other Muslims in the city at that time-such as merchants, missionaries, imams, and refugees-were concentrated and formed a sub-community around Huaisheng Mosque. Despite its expansion beyond the area it covered in the Tang and Song Dynasties, the Muslim community in the Ming and Qing Dynasties was still largely defined by its geographical borders. Yet in this period, with Islam being viewed by the Chinese as "amenable and willing to accommodate to Confucianism" (Leslie, 1998, p. 15) , Muslims in Guangzhou, whose "ties with the Muslim world outside China had been completely severed" (Lipman, 1997, p. 46) , began to be integrated into society. They spoke Cantonese like their non-Muslim neighbours, participated in Chinese culture, and acculturated in many spheres of daily life. Regarding China as their homeland and its politics as their own, they were loyal to the dynasties (李兴华, 2011, p. 82) and later developed into what is now considered the local Hui 回族 ethnic group of Guangzhou. The Communist Government defines the Hui ethnic group as encompassing all historically Muslim communities not covered by the other ethnic groups of China (Gladney, 1996, p. 20) .
In the late 19th century, when China was plagued by foreign invasions, the concept of 'nation' entered the mind of Chinese intellectuals who thus made great efforts to construct a Chinese nation and promote Chinese nationalism (郑师渠, 1995, pp. 90-1) . In his book Imagined Communities, Benedict Anderson (1991, pp. 6-7) defines 'nation' as an imagined political community where its members live with "the image of their communion" with each other even though they "will never know most of their fellow-members." Throughout the 20th century, the idea of nation figured continuously in China's political discourse. Both the Kuomintang and the Chinese Communist Party used nationalism as an important political tool. To unite a heterogeneous population, they promoted the image of the plural singularity of the Zhonghuaminzu 中华民族 (Chinese nation) and integrated ethnic minorities into this imagined community (郑大华, 2013, p. 10) . The foreign threats faced by China in this period further enhanced such a collective consciousness as the shared experience of suffering and enduring harsh times together can strengthen a sense of communion. Intimate with their native land, Muslims of Guangzhou, a city called the cradle of China's modern revolution (高惠冰, 2006, p. 21) , exhibited strong patriotism and participated actively in all major political campaigns, such as the anti-Japanese war, the national liberation war, and the construction of new China.
Yet the Cultural Revolution, which aimed to bring an end to the Four Olds (that is, Old Customs, Old Culture, Old Habits, and Old Ideas), nearly destroyed the Muslim community in Guangzhou. The mosques were seriously damaged, and all religious activities ceased. Muslim communities were split up, and Muslims were sent to work in the countryside or in factories, where they had to eat together with non-Muslims in the dining hall. Surrounded by Han people, many Muslims ended up marrying non-Muslims, who did not themselves convert to Islam. As a result, the local Hui Muslims of Guangzhou were almost completely assimilated into the dominant Han culture. After the Cultural Revolution, the government granted more freedom of religion, the mosques were reconstructed, and various religious activities were resumed in Guangzhou, initiating a revival of Islamic culture. Yet, in the late 1970s and the 1980s, the Muslims in Guangzhou were still mainly composed of the local Hui ethnic group, which had been scattered around the city and had lost many of its members, who had become non-believers. The revival of Islamic culture had not yet gained momentum during this period, a situation that only started to change in the last decade of the 20th century.
The above review of the history of Guangzhou's Muslim community shows that its formation, growth, and development were based on the city's special position as China's most important port for foreign trade throughout history, a status that was conditioned by Guangzhou's island spatiality.
The formation of a floating community
In social science, 'community' is a highly complex concept. Community is often defined in geographical terms, a tendency that, given the easy conceptualization of island spaces as distinct geographical units (Baldacchino, 2012) , is perhaps particularly prevalent in island research (Ronström, 2012, p. 155) . As Philip Hayward (2012, p. 1) notes of traditional approaches to understanding islanders: "Island communities […] are innately linked to and dependent on finite terrestrial resources and constantly react to and work within the transitional zone between land and sea." Yet some scholars, such as Barry Wellman (1979) and Benedict Anderson (1991) , argue that conceptualizations of community must be liberated from locality and direct social interaction. Others, such as David B. Clark (1977) and M. Scott Peck (1988) , emphasize the spiritual meaning of community. The Muslim community of present-day Guangzhou, an "imagined religious community" in Anderson's terminology (1991, p. 56) , has broken away from the exclusivity of locality and extended beyond the boundaries of ethnicity, race, and nationality. Morever, Guangzhou's Muslim community no longer possesses spatial boundaries (the island fanfang) but is instead bound by spirituality through religion. The community is thus translocal, pluralistic, and 'floating'.
My knowledge of Guangzhou's Muslim community today is based on fieldwork that I have been conducting in the city since 2014. Personal conversations with numerous Muslims from various parts of the world have been carried out in the process. I call this community a floating one in this paper for two reasons: first, its members mostly belong to the 'floating population' whose stay is only temporary; second, the community is not restricted to a fixed neighbourhood or residence, but floats across times and locations. Nevertheless, it remains an effective community as its members are linked by their religious beliefs and values which, according to the noted sociologist James S. Coleman (1976, p. 559) , could help define a community.
Although the development of the floating Muslim community is no longer predominantly conditioned by Guangzhou's internal archipelagic spatiality, it continues to be conditioned by the city's overall island status with reference to its hinterlands in Guangdong and farther afield. In 1957, in an effort to break an economic blockade imposed by western countries, the Chinese government selected Guangzhou as the site for the Chinese Export Commodities Fair (renamed the China Import and Export Fair in 2007) because the city, a major trading port for centuries, is close to Hong Kong and Macau (then British and Portuguese colonies respectively), while its territoriality would help contain the so-called corrosive influences of capitalist ideology. Later, in the early stage of China's reform and opening-up period, Guangzhou was selected as among the first places open to foreign business, and new policies were implemented to encourage overseas investment. Since then, Guangzhou's economy has developed rapidly, significantly as a result of the city's territoriality and transport benefits but also as a result of the continued "agglomeration economies" that Grydehøj (2015, p. 433) identifies as "the most important benefit arising from urban density" in island cities. As an estuary island port and a transport hub in South China, Guangzhou provides convenient transportation through which goods can be easily transferred from the mainland and shipped out to other countries. Guangzhou's foreign trade volume has increased at an unprecedentedly high speed since its opening-up while prosperous foreign trade and increased overseas investment in the city have in turn further stimulated its manufacturing industry and economic growth. This process has attracted an increasing number of Muslims-both Chinese and foreign-who wish to work or do business in the city.
In the 1990s, with the deepening of reform, many Muslims of various ethnic, national, and socio-economic backgrounds came to Guangzhou to seek jobs or engage in trade. These Muslim migrants include Uyghur people from China's Xinjiang Province; Hui people from Northwestern Chinese provinces such as Ningxia, Gansu, and Shaanxi; Arabs from the Middle East; black Muslims from Africa; and Muslims from South Asia and Southeast Asia. The number of Muslims in Guangzhou, increasing year by year, reached 120,000 by 2016, among which almost half are foreign Muslims (广东省民族宗教事务委员会, 2016) . Unlike the Muslims of former times, who lived exclusively in particular islanded neighbourhoods and in the vicinity of mosques, these newcomers have chosen to live in commercial districts, in areas with convenient transport opportunities, near Muslim restaurants, or in inexpensive districts such as chengzhongcun (城中村, urban villages: former agricultural settlements that have been enveloped by the city in the process of rapid urbanization; see Wang & Zheng, 2013, p. 321) . Although scattered across the city, today's Muslims of Guangzhou have formed a new type of international Muslim community: a floating community that lacks fixed geographical or ethnic boundaries but is instead bound by a shared religion. Mosques and Muslim markets, shops, companies, and restaurants, located predominantly in the Yuexiu District (Guangzhou's commercial and financial centre as well as the site of provincial and municipal government headquarters), have thus become contact zones in which Muslims of various ethnicities, cultures, languages, and nationalities interact with each other, forming a kind of floating spiritual community in this process.
Although Muslims usually prefer to live near mosques, the high proportion of (domestic and international) migrants among Guangzhou's Muslims means that they usually choose their place of residence on the basis of its price or convenience for work. Yet mosques still play an important role in strengthening the community's sense of solidarity and cohesion. Even though most Muslims in Guangzhou conduct salāh (often translated as 'prayer', the word in Islam refers to a physical, mental, and spiritual act of worship, which Muslims observe five times every day within the prescribed hours) at home or in their workplaces because the mosques (all in the Yuexiu District) are located quite a distance away, they often manage to go to the mosques for Jumu'ah (a congregational prayer held at noon on Fridays) and for the two main Muslim festivals, Eid al-Fitr (the Festival of Fast-Breaking) and Eid al-Adha (the Festival of Sacrifice). During these times, the mosques are crowded with Muslims of different races and ethnicities, who are led in prayer by a single imam. The number of Guangzhou Muslims attending prayers in mosques usually rises sharply during the month of Ramadan. After the congregational prayer, some Muslims, including both Chinese and foreign ones, make use of the opportunity to distribute food or donate money to the mosques. Misunderstandings sometimes arise between Chinese and foreign Muslims due to differing customs, as Mr. Ma indicates during an interview: Some Chinese Muslims, particularly Hui Muslims from Gansu and Ningxia, like to burn incense when they go to pray in the mosques. This practice is closely related to the influence of the traditional Chinese culture and the other religions in China such as Buddhism and Taoism. But Muslims from other countries never do this. I remember once I went to perform the Friday prayer at Xianxian Mosque and saw some African Muslims were quarreling with several Chinese Muslims who were burning incense in the mosque because they thought these Chinese Muslims were actually Buddhists and felt offended by the action of burning incense. Yet after some discussion, they were able to understand and accept that this is a special custom of Chinese Muslims. There are also slight differences in how to undertake salah among Muslims from different parts of the world, but in the mosques, we will all follow the customs of Guangzhou Muslims and do as the imams do. The local imams, on the other hand, have made some changes to the way of praying according to the customs of foreign Muslims. (Excerpt from a personal conversation with Mr. Ma, a Chinese Muslim of the Hui ethnic group and a colleague of mine at Sun Yat-sen University, conducted on 11 January 2016.)
It is through these minor conflicts and cultural interactions that Muslims in Guangzhou become more tolerant and open-minded. The mosques, remaining as spiritual centres for Muslims living in the city, help give form to the floating Muslim community, thereby providing a space in which Muslims dispersed across the city can meet, communicate, and interact.
Muslim markets and shops are also significant in sustaining the floating community. Because Muslims can only eat halal foods in accordance with Islamic dietary guidelines, they usually buy food from Muslim markets and shops. For instance, in Xiaobeilu, a Guangzhou neighbourhood locally known as 'Little Africa', there are many Muslim shops and markets. Numerous Muslims, even those who live at a considerable distance in neighbouring cities such as Zhuhai and Foshan, will visit Xiaobeilu regularly to buy food: I live in Zhuhai, but I go to Xiaobeilu in Guangzhou each weekend to buy food for a whole week, because I do not trust the halal foods sold in other places. We have only one Muslim restaurant on our campus, and the food sold there is not very good, so when I am too busy to cook myself, I simply eat the readymade food I have bought in Xiaobeilu. (Excerpt from a personal conversation with Ms. Zhou, a Chinese Muslim of the Hui ethnic group and a colleague of mine at Sun Yat-sen University, conducted on 10 December 2015.)
For convenience, many Muslims of various ethnicities choose to live or work in Xiaobeilu as well. Therefore, the streets of this neighbourhood are filled with Arab, Uyghur, Hui, and African Muslims, as well as Muslims from other parts of the world. This 'Little Africa' neighbourhood is thus more of a 'Little Islamic World'. It also helps form the floating Muslim community by maintaining network relationships not only between those who live and work there but also between those who visit regularly for shopping. The markets and shops in Xiaobeilu thus become places that gather Muslims of various origins together and create a bond between them. For example, although most of Xiaobeilu's halal butcher shops are run by Hui Muslims, their customers include Muslims of other ethnicities as well:
I trust the shop owners here because they are Muslims themselves. I believe the meat they sell is real halal food. I don't have to bargain with them or worry about being tricked. I am safe in the knowledge that, being Muslims, the shop owners will not give short measure or charge a high price because these dishonesties are not allowed by Allah. I worked as an intern at an Arab company this winter. There are many other Arab companies in the same building. I noticed that most of the translators who do translation between Arabic and Chinese for Arab companies are Hui Muslims since they make up the majority of people who are fluent in both Arabic and Mandarin. These translators work as intermediaries between Chinese and Arab companies, helping foreign Muslims import products from the Guangzhou market. Quite often, the services they provide go far beyond translation. They will investigate the prices, ask for samples, place orders, pack and ship the goods. They also function as bridges and windows for foreign Muslims to understand China because many Muslims from other countries learn about Chinese politics, economy, and culture through those translators who work at the same company with them. When they have any difficulties in life, such as how to open a bank account and how to find a certain place, they will seek help from those translators who are not only their colleagues or staff members but also their friends. Chinese Muslims working at these companies will also know about the customs, cultures and situations of Muslims in other countries from their foreign colleagues. Muslims at the same company usually conduct salah together in their workplace. Sometimes Muslims working at different companies in the same office building will gather together to pray at one company or at a certain place in the building. (Excerpt from a personal conversation with Chen, a Hui Muslim student at Sun Yat-sen University, conducted on 24 February 2016.)
Apart from being places for Muslims of different skin colours to work together, Muslim companies also provide space for them to exchange their ideas and cultures with each other. Interactions between different Muslims at a same company are carried out on a spiritual level as well. Therefore, it can be said that Muslim companies in Guangzhou play an important role in promoting a sense of community among Muslims of different origins. To cater to Muslims' needs, many halal restaurants have been opened in Guangzhou, offering various cuisines. These restaurants-the owners, staff, and customers of which are quite often Muslims-are not simply eating places but are also hubs of belonging that gather together different Muslims:
All the staff at our restaurant are Muslims. We usually perform our five daily prayers and regularly study Islamic knowledge together in the restaurant. During Ramadan, many Muslim customers of different nationalities will come to our restaurant to break the fast at sunset and then perform Maghrib prayer together. On Muslim festivals, the staff of some nearby halal restaurants will come to perform prayers with us as well. (Excerpt from a personal conversation with Ms. Lu, an employee at Saba Restaurant, on the first floor of the Tianxiu Building in the Xiaobeilu neighbourhood, conducted on 03 September 2015.)
This conversation also shows that contacts and interactions exist among different halal restaurants in the same neighbourhood, which is not the case among non-Muslim restaurants. Xiaobeilu has the greatest number and variety of Muslim restaurants in Guangzhou, selling African, Arabian, Turkish, Xinjiang, and Lanzhou food, as well as many other cuisines. All of these restaurants are frequented by Muslims of different ethnicities, forming another contact zone for the floating community of Muslims in the city. In addition, there are halal restaurants on the campuses of many of Guangzhou's colleges and universities, providing spaces for Muslim students from different countries to communicate and share information with each other.
Besides the real-life community, Guangzhou has a virtual community of Muslims as well. It is an online forum called Guangmushequ (Guangzhou Muslim Communityhttp://www.2muslim.com/forum.php?mod=forumdisplay&fid=4), the members of which are mostly young Muslims who interact online and seek to construct a shared identity based on their religion. In addition to online communication, they arrange various activities offline, such as sports games, picnics, banquets, trips, and courses or lectures about Islam, the participants of which include both Chinese and foreign Muslims. Many members, after taking part in these activities, become friends in real life, with the result that this online forum now extends beyond the virtual space. It further breaks the geographical boundaries of the conventional community while strengthening the sense of connection and belonging for its Muslim members.
Conclusion
The Muslim community of Guangzhou, influenced by the city's long history as a trading port, is still shaped by its island spatiality today. Benefits of island spatiality-mainly territorial and transport benefits-along with the Chinese government's policy support, have led to the rapid development of the city's foreign trade and its further urbanization, which has in turn resulted in the revival of its Muslim community by attracting both international and domestic Muslim migrants to the city. Yet although Guangzhou's extreme urban density (conditioned by its island spatiality) has given rise to further agglomeration effects, it also functions as an internal dispersion force, changing Muslims' conventional residential patterns of concentration around mosques and incentivizing choice of residence on the basis of price or convenience for work. The Muslim community of Guangzhou is dispersed throughout the city, but it still exhibits solidarity. In this community, mosques, Muslim markets, shops, companies, restaurants, and websites provide space in which Muslims of different national origins and ethnic backgrounds, living separately in different parts of the city, can interact and communicate, thus creating a bond between them. In other words, the Muslim community of Guangzhou, extending beyond localized face-to-face interactions, is a floating community without fixed geographical, racial, ethnic, or national boundaries.
